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A STORY OF THE ALPS.

Not far from where Aix-en-Provence is situated, there is a village of the name of St. Canut. In the little church which is dedicated to the saint, there is a beautiful painting which represents the saint crucified upon a cross, and below him is a figure of a young girl, who seems to be his companion in suffering.

The story of this picture is very interesting. It is said that when the saint was crucified, he asked for a girl to share his sufferings, and the village girl who was chosen was crucified at the same time. The painting is therefore looked upon as a symbol of the virtue and charity of the young girl.

The village of St. Canut is a place of great sanctity, and many pilgrims come to visit it every year. The church is especially renowned for its beauty, and the picture of St. Canut and the village girl is considered one of the most precious relics of the monastery.


A workingman's tribute to a public-service official.

"In the offices of a public-service official, there is often a small book on the desk which contains the printed words, 'For every man there is a reason why he should not be a workingman.'"

"Just so," replied the official. "And for every workingman there is a reason why he should not be a public-service official."
JOSEPH G. GOTWALD

COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.

IN THE LINE OF STAPLE DRY GOODS

DRUGS, MACKINACH, GLASSWARE, CLOTHS AND CASSIMERS

NEW DRESS GOODS! -

EVEN OFFERED IN TRAPPE!

THE LARGEST

ASSORTMENT - OF -

GOODS

IN COMPLETE VARIETY.

Choice - Groceries - for - Everybody.

HANNA M. BRENNER

NEW - CARPET - STORE

29 and 32 Main St., Norristown, Pa.

Leading Dry Goods and Trimmings House.
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INTRODUCTORY:

With this issue of the Independent we introduce ourselves to our readers, while there is no doubt that we are well and favorably known to many of you; to some we may be strangers. Next week we begin our announcements. Read them, it will be highly probable that you will find them interesting. Our statements will always be found to be reliable. We try rather to say too little than too much of the good business of twenty-five years seeks values for itself; its constantly increasing trade is but clinching the hold we have on the confidence of the people of this vicinity. The methods of our Store and its Methods will be found on another page. Should you require anything pertaining to our business, we will attend to the advantage of your purse and your call to us.

A. W. Weitzenskorn & Sons, The Largest Clothiers in Suburban Penna. 143 and 145 High Street, POTTSTOWN, PA.
Home Plasters and Stairs Spalls.

From Almost.

—How beautiful this May of 1889!

—How busy the vegetable garden!

—How swiftly the time, and how pleasant the weather!

—How well the flower-beds are doing!

—How strong the young trees and bushes are growing!

—How glad to hear from "Iron Grey."

—How wonderful the changes!

—How much we have to thank God for, and how much we have to be thankful for!
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—How pleasant the weather!
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—How refreshing the air!
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